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Lifting and Moving Existing Buildings

While there are many ways to undertake this process, this is
one way that we have found successful.
Before undertaking a lift and/or move, you will need to
model the existing building. Try to ensure that your existing
building is complete and correct. This process to show a
building undergoing relocation involves copying the existing
building, pasting the copied building to the new location,
and demolishing the existing building.
Use the existing levels which are prefixed with e to model
your existing building.

In Existing phase:
Create existing building

Add new phases and views

In ExistingDemo phase:
Do pre-relocation demolition.

In Relocation phase:
Adjust levels for relocated
building.

In Relocation phase:
Group grids and building to be
relocated and copy.

In Relocation phase:
Demolish existing building.

In Relocation phase:
Paste grouped building to new
levels.

In Relocation phase:
Relocate grouped building on
site if required.

In New Construction phase:
Continue developing your
project.
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Add phases and views:
You will need to add two extra phases to the
ARC Template - ExistingDemo and Relocation.
This is done under the Manage tab  Phases.
ExistingDemo will be used for demolition of
building parts such as stumps and posts that
would be demolished before a building is
lifted and/or moved.
The Relocation phase is the phase in which
you will relocate the building.

Create views to be used within these phases. As a minimum we recommend you duplicate (with detailing)
3D 1.1 Exist view to create 3D 1.2 ExistDemo with Phase = ExistingDemo; and
3D 1.3 Relocate with Phase = Relocate;
at least one existing working plan to be a working plan in the Relocate phase; and
at least one existing working elevation to be a working elevation in the Relocate phase.

ExistingDemo Phase:
In this phase you will demolish all parts of the building that would be demolished before the building
was actually relocated. This would include items such as stumps and posts under the building, and decks
and stairs that are not being retained. By doing this in the ExistingDemo phase you will have the
opportunity to show this major demolition separate to the minor demolition that occurs after the
relocation.

Before demolition in ExistingDemo phase.

After demolition in ExistingDemo phase.
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Relocation Phase:
In this phase you will demolish the existing building
and place a copy the existing building and grids to
the new location.
Adjust Levels:
Move and rename the proposed levels in the
ARChetype as required. In the example the building
is being raised 1200mm. That is, Level 1 is 1200mm
above e 1st level and roof top plate is 120mm above
e top plate. Check that existing level constraints are
reflected in the proposed levels e 1st level to e top plate = Level 1 to roof top plate =
2685mm in this example
There are a number of levels which must never be
deleted from an ARChetype project as aspects of
ARChetype rely on their existance. These levels are roof top plate, Level 0, and Zero level, and where
existing structures are in a project, e roof top plate and e Level 0.
These levels can be renamed and their dimension adjusted but ACRhetype expects that Zero Level will
remain at 0mAHD, Level 0 and e Level 0 will be located at ground level or the lowest structural level of
the project, and roof top plate and e roof top plate will be the top most structural levels of the project.
Group grids and building:
Open a 3D view and a plan, all with the phase set to Relocation that you have created by duplicating
existing views and changing the Phase.
In the 3D view select the building. This is best done with a selection box dragging the cursor from the
left. If you are having difficulty selecting only the building parts, it may be necessary to hide some items
such as topography and vegetation that will not be relocated. Placing the 3D view in Wireframe can also
be useful in detecting if you have selected only those parts required.
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In the plan view, use Ctrl and click to select the girds. You should
at this stage have the building and grids selected.
At this point we recommend grouping the selected parts.
On the Modify tab  select Group to create a group. Keeping the
existing building and its grids in a group enables you to make
changes which will be reflected in your relocated copy of the
building. If the relocated building is a copy of an ungrouped
building, any changes you make to the existing building after the
relocation will not be replicated in your copied (relocated)
building.
Note that you will need to use the Edit Group option to make changes to the existing building once the
group has been created if the changes are to be reflected in the relocated copy.
Select your group and CopyToClipboard.
Demolish existing building:
Before pasting the grouped building to the relocated level, it is necessary to remove / demolish the
original grouped building. Unfortunately a group does not have a demolished phase allocated to it so
the individual parts must be demolished. Do not do this demolition in the Edit Group mode as the
demolition will affect all copies of the demolition.
In the 3D view with the Phase set to Relocate, use the Demolish Hammer
to demolish the parts
or tab to select an item right-click  Select All Instances  Visible in View and set the Phase Demolished
to Relocate. This process can be a little tedious but we have not yet come up with a better option.
Paste to new Level:
To place the building at the new level, open an elevation view in Relocation phase and extend the crop
views to reveal all levels if necessary. Click on Modify tab and choose drop down menu for Paste.
Choose Aligned to Picked Level or Aligned to Selected Level.
Pick or select the level
that the building is to be
relocated at. In our
example, the lowest level
associated with the
grouped building is
e 1st level. All parts of
the building below
e
1st level such as stairs
and stumps were
demolished in the
ExistingDemo phase.
As we want the building
raised by 1200mm, we choose Level 1 which we have set at 1200 above e 1st level. If you choose the
wrong level, undo the paste and try again with the correct level.
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Relocate grouped building on site:
The relocated building is now in the same location in plan and raised 1200mm. To relocate the building
on plan, select the group and move to the required position. In this case 1500mm from the side
boundary and a front setback of
6000mm.

Rename the new grids as required.
Existing grids can be hidden in a
view by selecting the group they
are part of and hiding it.

New Construction Phase:
You can now continue on with your project in the New Construction phase.
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